
RECOMMENDED: When going to court make sure thou bring along some friends (a lawyer friend would also be 
good as a by-stander) to witness what transpires at court. It is extremely important to be courteous, peaceful and 
respectful of the sitting judge and court at all times. In the event there arises a need for thou to take the matter 
further thou would have many to TESTIFY and VERIFY thy case in another court upholding common law and trial 
by jury in open court. 

CASE Example: ABC BANK INC has taken a law suit against JOHN DOE as he has failed to settle his outstanding 
debt to the bank for his credit card purchases. 

Fundamentals of common law & how to invoke it into motion  IN  AT court: 

* AT court = thou as a man is ‘visiting’ at statutes court and is ‘not a member’ of the society and therefore its 
statutes and codes, also known as legalese, CANNOT be applied on thee. 

* IN court = you as a PERSON is a member or part of the court (society /institution /corporation) system and 
therefore its legalese CAN be applied on you … man at statutes court invoke queen’s bench and man ‘move’ (i.e. 
flip /switch his status and court) and conduct his case in his common law court > legal fictions have no standing 
or power in queen’s bench. 

1.  by default ALL courts are statutes or statutory courts that apply codified statutes in legalese; and they only 
have JURISDICTION over a person who is referred to as “you”. Statutes courts have NO JURISDICTION over 
man. 

2.  when  IN  AT court, thou FLIP from YOU /PERSON to man by always, always address thyself first by saying to 
the sitting judge: “i am a man: John Doe” [your name e.g.]. 

3.  man then FLIP statutes court to queen’s bench and invoke common law. (man do this by hand-writing a short 
Notice* and hand it over personally to the sitting judge in court.) 

4.  sitting judge now has been FLIPPED to act as a common law judge and man hold court (i.e. court now 
becomes man’s court) and man represent himself /herself and sitting judge MUST CALL PLAINTIFF to physically 
appear in court to press the record (i.e. to state his /her claim against thou a man ... in this case example, the 
sitting judge must call a man by the name of ABC BANK INC to appear in court and press the record, which is an 
impossibility). 

5.  case now becomes strictly between man versus another man in a common law court upholding common law 
and trial by jury in open court. (No ‘legal fiction’ can get involved and no codified statutes can be applied in the 
court – therefore no lawyers of both sides can also get involved in the case.) 

6.  man require sitting judge by saying to the sitting judge: “i, a man: John Doe [your name e.g.] require of you 
judge to call plaintiff to press the record in court.” A man (not a PERSON i.e. JOHN WOLFE, lawyer, prosecutor, 
bailiff, public servant, police officer, manager of corporation, employee of ABC BANK INC, etc.) must physically 
appear in court to state his /her claim (i.e. press the record) against thou another man. 

7.  man then show sitting judge that man is a responsible man and offer remedy to all verified claims. (Thou write 
Notice of Remedy** and hand it over personally to sitting judge in court.) Thou follow up thy action with words 
saying to sitting judge: "i, a man: John Doe [your name e.g.] offer remedy to all verified claims." 

8.  if sitting judge interferes with man’s right in any manner but to do what is required of him/her by man, man 
then give notice for claim to sitting judge for interfering in man’s right and wasting man’s time which has value. 
(Thou write Claim*** to sitting judge for charge at rate of $1 per second for every second until he /she interferes 
no more with thy right.) 

9.  when no man by the name of ABC BANK INC appears in court, and, there is NO ‘PRESSING OF RECORD,’ 
man then require the sitting judge to DISCHARGE the case by saying to the sitting judge: “i, a man: John Doe 
[your name e.g.] require of you judge to DISCHARGE this case now as no man has come forward to press the 
record in court. No pressing of record there is no claim. No pressing of record there is no case. i, a man: John 
Doe has DONE NO WRONG nor has HARMED nor has INJURED another man. Thank you.” 

10.  case close. 

* How to FLIP statutes court case to queen’s bench 
** How to offer REMEDY when at court 
*** How to write a Claim to Judge for interfering in man’s right 
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